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Has India Addressed Its Farmers' Woes? A Story of Plant Protection Issues

SRIVIDHYA RAGAVAN* & JAMIE MAYER O'SHIELDS**

At the time of independence, Winston Churchill referred to India as a mere "geographic expression."1 India's emergence as a strong economy is the result of rigorous planning to balance economic needs with social justice. From a country where everything "foren" was shunned, the Indian Yatra is now ready to take on foreign ownership in all fields, including agriculture. As a mark of its willingness to liberalize, India attained membership to the WTO by taking on a package of trade obligations. "Trade obligations" are obligations of nations arising out of an agreement signed in 1992 to establish and create membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO).2 As part of the WTO's objectives to promote trade, minimum standards for intellectual property (IP) protection were established under the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)3 as a means to reduce barriers to international trade.
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1. Larry Arnn, Churchill’s Greatness (3)—The Gandhi Factor, 108 FINEST HOUR (Autumn 2000), available at http://www.winstonchurchill.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=354. Arnn explains that Churchill also believed that the people of India were incapable of self-government at the time. Churchill insisted that India was divided among people of different tribes and religions, some of whom meant violence upon the others. Id.


3. Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh Agree-
India, with a view to fulfill its TRIPS obligations, passed the Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers Rights Act of 2001 (PPVFA). The Act represents a sui generis attempt to balance the rights of farmers and breeders, considering the huge farming population in the country. The term sui generis refers to systems engineered to meet the unique needs of a particular country or nation. The TRIPS agreement blesses such a form of protection for plant varieties by deviating from the norm of harmonizing IP rights. Thus, Article 27.3 of TRIPS embodies flexibility to protect plant varieties via “patents or by an effective sui generis system or by any combination thereof.”

Between developing and developed member nations, however, the flexibility of Article 27.3 has been a source of confusion. Developed nations construe a model codified as the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) as the minimum standard for establishing a sui generis system. Though UPOV is an example of a sui generis system of protection, developing nations, including India, refuse to treat it as the only option or as setting minimum standards for TRIPS compliance on the grounds that it fails to adequately protect farmers’ rights. UPOV, developing nations believe, is more suited to developed nations, where farming is essentially large scale and dominated by breeders and seed industries. In developing nations, modernization and mechanization are
exceptions rather than rules in the cultivation centric style of life. Hence, developing nations construe the term *sui generis* as allowing them the discretion to determine the type and design of plant protection regime. Such a construction of the term *sui generis* has enabled developing nations to promote innovative plant breeding while preserving national objectives like protecting biodiversity, traditional farming, and food security. For developing nations, the important incentive was the ability to weigh the benefits of Plant Breeders' Rights (PBRs) in the context of socio-economic issues. That is, PBR's ability to increase foreign investments and consumer choice in agricultural commodities had to be viewed in the background of unique national concerns like its effect on local farmers or biodiversity. Consequently, developing countries felt a heightened need to introduce public interest exceptions that could balance the benefits from trade with national welfare issues.

In enacting the PPVFA, India, like other developing nations, took advantage of the Article 27.3 flexibilities by embracing a *sui generis* regime. India’s PPVFA was noticed by the rest of the world for two reasons. First, it highlighted the complexity of farming in the developing world, which requires balancing the interests of the variety of actors involved in agricultural trade. Second, flaws notwithstanding, the PPVFA presented an alternative model to UPOV for poorer nations. Presumably, the PPVFA was passed because India hoped to benefit by introducing PBRs. With a view to compliment the PPVFA, the Ministry of Agriculture introduced a Seeds Bill in 2004 to encourage seed trade to promote the seed industry, boost exports, and protect seed quality. While TRIPS does not require governments to regulate seed trade, the passing of the PPVFA perhaps necessitated a review of the existing framework governing seed trade.

This paper examines whether the PPVFA, along with the proposed Seeds Bill, fulfills India’s obligations under Article 27.3 of TRIPS. Further, the paper analyzes the benefits India is likely to derive from fulfilling these obligations. Part I examines Article 27.3 of TRIPS to analyze the constituents of the “effectiveness” requirement of the article. In analyzing whether the *sui generis* system in UPOV is effective, Part II argues that UPOV’s effectiveness is

---

12. *Id.* at 1.
14. The three actors considered in this paper are: (1) breeders, (2) indigenous farmers, and (3) indigenous farming communities.
questionable considering that it has: (1) diluted eligibility standards, (2) exaggerated scope of breeders' rights, and (3) limited exceptions to breeders' rights. Part III, in examining the effectiveness of PPVFA and the proposed Seeds Bill, concludes that India should refrain from enacting the Seeds Bill and instead strengthen the PPVFA to achieve certain national objectives by plugging existing loopholes. The conclusion highlights that PBRs per se can potentially lead to increased research in agriculture despite the resulting privatization and monopolization. However, any benefits that Indians may potentially derive remains questionable until India pressures the WTO forum to aggressively reduce agricultural subsidies. Otherwise, introduction of PBRs in a market that is closed by prevailing subsidy levels could lead India towards a path of food insecurity.

I. THE EFFECTIVENESS REQUIREMENT OF ARTICLE 27.3 OF TRIPS

Members shall provide for the protection of plant varieties either by patents or by an effective sui generis system or by any combination thereof.\textsuperscript{16}

By leaving “plant varieties” undefined, TRIPS implies effective protection of all plant varieties. Members can choose any one of the three regimes: (1) patents, (2) a sui generis system, or (3) a combination of both patents and the sui generis system to protect plant varieties.\textsuperscript{17} Without setting substantive standards of protection, Article 27.3 narrows members' choice of regime through the effectiveness requirement.\textsuperscript{18} The open-ended language of the article creates a flexible standard of protection sympathetic to developing nations' socio-economic priorities, provided the effectiveness requirement is satisfied. The flexibility presents a range of possibilities from systems like the plant patent regime of the United States or specific variety protection systems of the European Union, to the possibility of customized plant protection regimes suited to the needs of developing nations.\textsuperscript{19}

Effective Protection: The term “effective,” which is the only standard outlined in TRIPS for protecting plants, is left undefined. Article 31 of the Vienna Convention, which gives the interpretive rules for undefined terms in international agreements, requires treaties to be read in light of their objectives and purposes.\textsuperscript{20} Such an objective-based reading of an agreement is supported by the terms of the subsequent clarification made to TRIPS, generally known as the

---

\textsuperscript{16} TRIPS, supra note 3, art. 27.3.

\textsuperscript{17} Id. See also Doris Estelle Long, The Impact of Foreign Investment on Indigenous Culture: An Intellectual Property Perspective, 23 N.C.J. INT'L L. & COMM. REG. 229, 263-64 (1998).

\textsuperscript{18} TRIPS, supra note 3, art. 27.3.


Doha Declaration.21 The Declaration states, “the TRIPS Council shall be guided by the objectives and principles set out in Articles 7 and 8 of the TRIPS Agreement and shall take fully into account the development dimension....”22 Similarly, the Declaration on Public Health asserts that, “[i]n applying the customary rules of interpretation of public international law, each provision of the TRIPS Agreement shall be read in light of the object and purpose of the Agreement as expressed, in particular, in its objectives and principles.”23 The provisions of TRIPS, including the effectiveness obligation in Article 27, should be read in light of the agreement objectives.

The objectives of TRIPS in Article 7 details that enforcement of IP mechanisms should “contribute to the promotion of technological innovation and to the transfer and dissemination of technology, to the mutual advantage of producers and users of technological knowledge . . . .”24 Article 7 requires technology to be promoted “in a manner conducive to social and economic welfare and to balance of rights and obligations.”25 Thus, the objective of TRIPS is to balance members’ IP protection obligations with their right to promote social and economic welfare.26 The principles under which the objectives of Article 7 work are discussed in Article 8.27 Entitled Principles, Article 8 recognizes each members’ right to adopt public health and public interest measures, provided they are consistent with the provisions of TRIPS.28 An objective-based interpretation of TRIPS necessitates the Article 7 requirement that IP mechanisms balance members’ rights and obligations be read alongside the Article 8 principles, which vest members with the right to prioritize their national public interests.29

In light of Articles 7 and 8 of TRIPS, the effectiveness of a plant protection regime established under Article 27 must be judged by its ability to accommodate local and national welfare and economic goals. Such a reading of the effectiveness requirement fits more comfortably with the other sub-sections of Article 27, which provide that members may choose to protect biological or microbiological materials. Member flexibility to establish an effective system increases when using a

22. Id. ¶ 19.
24. TRIPS, supra note 3, art. 7
25. Id.
26. Id.
27. Id. art. 8.
28. Id. (“Members may, in formulating or amending their laws and regulations, adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and to promote the public interest in sectors of vital importance to their socioeconomic and technological development, provided that such measures are consistent with the provisions of this Agreement.”).
29. See id.
national yardstick. Therein, perhaps, lies the benefit of Article 27.3's use of the expression "an effective sui generis" system as opposed to the effective system.

For developing nations using a national yardstick, an effective system would provide adequate rewards to stimulate successful research and development of plant varieties without compromising national welfare goals. While promoting agricultural trade is an important goal for developing nations, it generally trails behind the more imminent goal of food security. With such a national focus, a developing country can structure a regime "expressly reserving the right of a farmer who legitimately purchased protected seeds to save enough from her harvest to replant her fields the following season." Similarly, biodiversity protection and sustainable development of indigenous communities need not be sidelined to successfully implement TRIPS. The bottom line is that countries that associate over-emphasized breeders' rights with loss of genetic diversity and shifting agriculture trade from farmers to multinational corporations can structure a sui generis option that best serves their local needs. Other countries, like developed nations, can fashion a system to promote breeders exclusively as a means to promote agricultural trade.

The effectiveness of the system will not be compromised by any one of the choices above, provided the system vests sufficient protection. The system's sufficiency lies in providing breeders' rights without sidelining farmers or compromising national priorities. Unlike the TRIPS patent regime, whose ability to cater to individual national goals remains questionable, the inbuilt flexibility in the sui generis alternative in Article 27.3 allows each country to structure unique plant protection regimes. In doing so, all nations have to appreciate that both over-protection and under-protection detrimentally affect trade, and would therefore fail the sufficiency test. This is because over-protection of breeders' rights would affect trade in developing nations and could lead to food security issues if farmers are sidelined. At the same time, inadequate protection of breeders' rights can also erode the incentive to inno-

31. Heald, supra note 30, at 287.
32. GRAIN Briefing supra note 9.
35. The expression that "farmers would be sidelined" does not mean that farmers would leave their land idle. See generally Impact of PVP Laws: Findings from some of the few studies conducted, GRAIN Document, 2002, available at, http://grain.org/docs/pvp-laws-impact-02-02-en.pdf. (highlighting statistics from developed nations indicating that corporate breeders tend to use the protection regime more effectively). Instead, the protection regime would result in increased dependence on breeders, thus, sidelining the current role of farmers in developing nations.
After all, the importance of innovative plant breeding cannot be discounted in addressing food security issues. Viewed from this angle, out of the menu of offerings found under Article 27.3 of TRIPS, a *sui generis* regime creates the ability to associate national welfare requirements with plant protection—a association otherwise lacking in the formal patent mechanism. It is because of this benefit that several developing nations have chosen to satisfy their TRIPS obligations via *sui generis* systems. As of March 2000, twenty-one out of forty-seven developing country members of WTO had introduced a *sui generis* form of plant variety protection.

II. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE UPOV REGIME

Historically, the genesis of UPOV can be traced to the breeding industry. In the early 1900s, the breeding industry furthered the idea of PBRs and lobbied for enhanced protection in exchange for quality of seeds. Although Europe witnessed a strong sentiment against plant variety protection for fear of creating monopolization over food, national certification schemes provided for breeders’ rights. Meanwhile, at the invitation of the French government, twelve western European nations met to agree on a unified mechanism to promote seed trade. Protecting plant varieties, the signatories envisioned, would prevent rather than promote monopolization over new plant varieties. Consequently, the national certification schemes for providing breeders’ rights were integrated into UPOV in 1961, with the specific objective of encouraging private sector commercial breeding. Although UPOV originally attempted to distinguish itself from patents due to the European sentiment against patenting plant varieties, the UPOV conventions have been styled akin to the patent regimes and based on Western IP philosophy to provide incentives for long-term breeding activities.

---

36. Jim Chen & Drew Kershen, LAW, AGRICULTURE, AND BIOTECHNOLOGY, 63 (2005) ("[W]hen a subsequent user of agricultural technology developed by another simply applies it without paying the inventor and without enhancing the technology we can easily perceive how this sort of expropriation could erode incentives to develop technology.").


38. GRAIN briefing, supra note 9.

39. Id.


42. Heitz, supra note 40, at 33.

43. Philippe Cullet, Plant Variety Protection in Africa: Towards Compliance with the TRIPS Agreement, 45 J. AFRICAN L. 97, 99 (2001); see also Heitz, supra note 40, at 34.

44. UPOV, supra note 8; see also Press Release, Action Aid, Plant breeders’ rights and food security, (Mar. 2000).

45. Remigius N. Nwabueze, Ethnopharmacology, Patents and the Politics of Plants’ Genetic Resources, 11
The UPOV Convention, for instance, sought to promote "equity between breeders, authors and inventors" in order to develop seed trade.\textsuperscript{46} To date, UPOV retains its original quality as an instrument of the breeders. The subsequent revisions of the Convention in 1978 and later in 1991 increased the scope of breeders' rights.\textsuperscript{47} UPOV's bias towards breeders, however, has resulted in developing nations' skepticism against adopting the model as the choice \textit{sui generis} system.\textsuperscript{48}

UPOV's bias towards breeders does not affect its stature as a model \textit{sui generis} system. Several developed nations prefer to fashion a \textit{sui generis} regime of plant protection sympathetic to breeders. However, the 1) low standards for eligibility; 2) excessive rights for breeders; and 3) inadequate exceptions to breeders' rights, discussed below, cause the 1991 UPOV model to provide insufficient and imbalanced protection. Consequently, the following section asserts that the 1991 UPOV model fails the \textit{effectiveness} test of Article 27.3 of TRIPS.

A. ELIGIBILITY FOR PROTECTION

UPOV vests breeders' rights over uniform, stable, new, and distinct varieties.\textsuperscript{49} Each of the eligibility requirements, detailed below, are based on exactly the same premise as IP rights, but have a lower threshold for protection. The low standard for eligibility, the following discussion argues, can result in vesting rights over miniscule innovations that can potentially shift plants in the public domain to the private domain.

1. UPOV's Novelty Requirements:

Article 6 of UPOV deems a variety as "new," if, "at the date of filing of the application for a breeders' right, propagating or harvested material of the variety has not been \textit{sold or otherwise disposed of} to others, . . . by or with the consent of the breeder, for purposes of exploitation of the variety."\textsuperscript{50} Prior sale or disposal of the application material is the standard for determining novelty of the application material. For instance, the standard excludes public knowledge, prior cultivation, and limited publication from affecting novelty. The standard for novelty in UPOV tracks the same standard for patentability of inventions. Hence, the

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{46} Heitz, \textit{supra} note 40, at 34. \\
\textsuperscript{48} Press Release, GRAIN, \textit{Beyond UPOV: Examples of developing countries preparing non-UPOV \textquotedblleft sui generis\textquotedblright\ plant variety protection schemes for compliance with TRIPS}, (July, 1999) \textit{http://www.grain.org/briefings/?id=127}. \\
\textsuperscript{49} UPOV, \textit{supra} note 8. \\
\textsuperscript{50} Id. at art. 6. The application material should not be sold with the breeder's consent in the country of application for one year before the date of application, or four years in any other country.
\end{flushleft}
standard is limited to sale or disposal in territory—plants that have not been sold or disposed of would still be considered new even though the plant has been subject to activities like publication that do not make the plant novel in common parlance.  

Similarly, farmers' exchanging seeds for non-commercial or experimental purposes will not defeat novelty, since public knowledge of a variety does not preclude classifying a variety as new. To that extent, known varieties may still become eligible for protection as new. That is, UPOV leaves open the possibility for commonly cultivated plants in remote parts of the world to be deemed "new," provided they have never been disposed of or sold, because prior cultivation does not defeat novelty. For example, Plant T is a commonly found herb in India (like Tulsi). Owing to its abundant availability, Plant T is rarely sold but it is commonly found in most backyards. Because of local faiths and beliefs, assume that the leaves of Plant T are also commonly exchanged between people. Nevertheless, under UPOV, Plant T plant may qualify as new (assuming that Plant T has not been sold or disposed of and the species is yet unclassified). The bottom line is, novelty may not be barred under UPOV for well-known plants that are commonly exchanged between people, unless the exchange fits within the definition of sale or disposal (and the species has been classified). Moreover, an existing variety may qualify as new, where a country extends UPOV protection to a genus or species covering that variety for the first time, even if it has been sold one year before the date of application in the country of application, or before four years in any other country. Instead of contributing towards innovation in plant breeding, the diluted novelty requirements could potentially result in plants in the public domain clearing the novelty threshold. In order to be protectable,
such new varieties should clear the other requirements for protection.

2. UPOV's Distinctiveness Threshold

A uniform and stable variety fulfilling the novelty test must be distinctive to become eligible for protection. All plants belonging to a specific genotype and possessing characteristics of that genotype fall within the definition of a variety.

Under Article 7 of UPOV, a variety is distinct if "it is clearly distinguishable from any other variety whose existence is a matter of common knowledge at the time of filing the application."58 Distinguishing the application material from another "variety whose existence is a matter of common knowledge" determines distinctiveness.59 Under Article 14 of UPOV, a variety is a matter of common knowledge if it has been the subject "of an application for the granting of a breeders' right" or "has been entered in the official register of varieties, in any country."60 The Examination Guidelines released by the UPOV Secretariat in 2002 specify that the filing of an application for the grant of a breeders' right renders that variety a matter of common knowledge if the application leads to a grant of a breeders' right.61 Common knowledge can also be established from commercialization or a publication with a *detailed description* of the variety.62 What would amount to a detailed description is very unclear and is left undefined. The important aspect to note is that common knowledge of application material (or application variety) is inconsequential for a finding of distinctiveness or novelty. Application materials have to be compared with *varieties in common knowledge* (i.e., registered or published) in order to pass the distinctiveness bar. In effect, the application would fail the distinctiveness test only if the application material is indistinguishable from a registered or published variety. Thus, application materials (even those that are themselves commonly known) can pass the test of distinctiveness provided they are distinguishable from any other variety that is a *matter of common knowledge*. Similarly, application materials can qualify as distinct even if they are indistinguishable from well-known or commonly cultivated materials that are not officially registered. Both commonly cultivated and well-known varieties that are indistinguishable from other widely known species can qualify as "distinct," so long as close cousins of the variety do not fall within the statutory definition of *commonly known* by the process of registry or by application for breeders' rights.

58. *Id.* art. 7.
59. *Id.*
60. *Id.* art. 14.
62. *Id.* (emphasis added).
The distinctiveness requirement in UPOV operates as a highly diluted version of the non-obviousness requirements of the utility patent system. For instance, Plant T from the above example will also qualify as "distinctive" under Article 7 of UPOV, so long as it is distinguishable from a variety for which an application has been successfully made or has been entered in the official register. Plant T will pass the distinctiveness bar even if it is indistinguishable from a commonly cultivated and well-known Plant B, provided that no application for protection or registry has been successfully made for Plant B. In essence, common knowledge, use, or even repeated cultivation of the application material is not an impediment for qualifying as "new" and "distinct" under UPOV.

Even with this low standard of distinctiveness, the Examination Guidelines specify that a systematic individual comparison with all varieties in common knowledge may not be required. For example, the 2002 Guidelines specify that, where a candidate variety is sufficiently different in its characteristics, it is unnecessary for a systematic individual comparison with varieties in that group to determine distinctiveness of the candidate variety. It is adequate if just one quality distinguishes the application material from similar varieties of the same genus or species.

The low standard of novelty and distinctiveness may result in both well-known varieties and those trivially different from them being considered distinct. When read with the standard of novelty, a commonly cultivated and well-known variety can be novel and distinct under UPOV, as long as it has not been sold or disposed of within the statutory periods, and is distinguishable from other varieties that appear in a registry or for which an application has been made. UPOV notwithstanding, attempts to monopolize well-known varieties by using various IP means, particularly patents, as tools, has already resulted in rampant erosion of the public domain. The patenting of Ayahuasca, a brew known as the yage or Yaje in Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Brazil, prepared from a plant called the vine banisteriopsis caapi serves as an example. U.S. Plant Patent No. 5751 and 5752 (issued on June 17, 1986) on Ayahuasca to Loren Miller of the International Plant Medicine Corporation was revoked in 1999. Additional examples, like the
patents on turmeric and neem, plants both used in India for several years, substantiate the need to close any loopholes that facilitate any form of protection for varieties in the public domain.

The disadvantage with the low standard of distinctiveness is that UPOV can elevate miniscule innovations to the level of an invention. When read with the lowered novelty standards, UPOV can dangerously promote protection for non-innovation, as well as for miniscule innovations. Importantly, protecting miniscule innovations unjustly enriches the breeders by depleting prior art, which, in this case, is biodiversity material. The danger, as already mentioned, is that it could result in appropriating genetic material from the public domain and protecting it as premium innovation. Consequently, countries that seek to prioritize biodiversity protection would have to tailor a regime with higher standards of novelty and distinctiveness than those created in the 1991 UPOV.

3. UPOV's Uniformity & Stability Requirements

A variety that is novel and distinct should also be "uniform" and "stable" in order to qualify for protection. A variety is uniform if, "subject to the variation that may be expected from the particular features of its propagation, it is sufficiently uniform in its relevant characteristics." The Guidelines add that UPOV links this uniformity requirement to the particular features of a variety's propagation. After successive production or propagation, if a new variety retains its essential characteristics, then it is taken to be stable. In effect, uniformity is achieved if all plants of the same variety possess identical characteristics, and stability is achieved if these characteristics remain unchanged during propagation. The criterion of uniformity and stability have been included to ensure reproducibility of later generations.

On the other hand, UPOV's encouragement for protecting stable and uniform varieties can undermine genetic diversity by promoting monocultures. Hence, a UPOV based legislation would be a misfit for countries whose national objectives include sustainable use of biodiversity or equitable benefit sharing. In fact, developing country signatories of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)

---

containing specimens of B. caapi. The Herbarium sheets were recognized as 'printed publications' for the purpose of determining patentability. See also Bob van Dillen & Maura Leen, Biopatenting and the Threat of Food Security—A Christian and Development Perspective (2000), http://www.cidse.org/pubs/tg1ppcon.htm.

68. UPOV, supra note 8, art. 8-9.
69. Id. art. 8.
70. UPOV Guidelines, supra note 61, § 6.3.
71. Nwabueze, supra note 57, at 615.
highlight UPOV's inconsistency with the CBD objectives of conserving biological diversity. For instance, Article 15 of the CBD requires “sharing in a fair and equitable way the results of research and development and the benefits arising from the commercial and other utilization of genetic resources.” Embracing UPOV would run counter to the CBD doctrine of equitable sharing of the technology and traditional knowledge of indigenous or local communities. Furthermore, genetic diversity is also important for farmers who depend on the stability and dependability of production offered by genetic heterogeneity. Other critics point out that uniformity could result in vulnerability to pests. While the IP of plant breeders should be protected, such protection need not be made to the detriment of traditional farming techniques. Traditional farming promotes adaptability of crops to many different conditions by selecting seeds tailored to many different microenvironments. Selection diversifies the plant varieties available in a given area. Essentially, the criticism is that UPOV promotes commercially profitable varieties, but the resulting loss of agricultural diversity affects socially valuable varieties. Ultimately, UPOV’s step-motherly treatment towards farmers leaves the core concerns of developing nations unaddressed.

4. UPOV’S Exaggerated Scope of Breeders’ Rights

The low thresholds for eligibility standards in UPOV are coupled with

---

75. CBD, supra note 73, art. 15.7.
76. Id. art. 8(j) ("Subject to its national legislation [each party shall] respect, preserve, and maintain knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous or local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and promise their wider application with the approval and involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and practices and encourage the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization of such knowledge, innovations and practices.").
77. Select Committee on Environmental Audit, Appendices to the Minutes of Evidence, 1999-2000, H.C. 45, Appendix 7; see also Beyond UPOV, supra note 48; see also John Linarelli, Treaty Governance, Intellectual Property and Biodiversity, 6 UNIV. OF LA VERNE ENVIRO. L. REV. 21, 26 (2004).
79. CBD, supra note 73, art. 8(j).
excessive rights for breeders. Breeders' rights, by virtue of Article 14(5)(a) of UPOV, extend to both the protected variety and "varieties not clearly distinguishable" from the protected variety.\textsuperscript{82} The rights conferred in the article afford breeders rights over varieties that are not clearly distinguishable from the protected and harvested materials. Further, Article 14(5)(b) extends breeders' rights to "essentially derived varieties."\textsuperscript{83} "Essentially derived varieties" are varieties derived either from the protected variety, or from another variety that is predominantly derived from the initial protected variety, and are clearly distinguishable from the initial variety.\textsuperscript{84} Basically, essentially derived varieties are the first or second generation derivatives from the protected varieties. Thus, breeders' rights extend to varieties that are not clearly distinguishable (by virtue of Article 14(5)(a)) as well as varieties that are clearly distinguishable (when read with Article 14(5)(b)) derivatives of the protected variety.\textsuperscript{85}

The only meaningful exception in UPOV is the use of a protected variety for experimentation. But, even here, if the experimentation on a protected variety results in another variety, the breeder of the protected variety has rights over the resulting variety, even if it is clearly distinguishable from the protected variety. Assume, for example, that Farmer, using the personal experimentation allowance under Article 15, derives Berry Y, which is not clearly distinguishable from the protected variety, Fruit X. Then, Farmer derives Pea Z from Berry Y. Even if Pea Z is clearly distinguishable from both Fruit X and Berry Y, breeders' rights over Fruit X under UPOV extend to both Berry Y and Pea Z. Thus, UPOV allows breeders to claim rights over the experimental varieties of other farmers and breeders, even where the result is clearly distinguishable from the protected variety.\textsuperscript{86}

\section*{C. UPOV'S IMBALANCED FARMERS' & BREEDERS' RIGHTS}

\subsection*{1. Farmer & Researcher Exceptions}

UPOV's biggest flaw is the lack of any recognition of farmers' rights. In countries with large agrarian societies, introducing a UPOV-type legislation would amount to statutory marginalization of farmers. Two important issues arise with reference to farmers' rights. The first relates to traditional rights of farmers, like the right to re-sow, applicable to new varieties. The second relates to the rights of farmers who provide source information which results in a new and protected variety. Both issues are not fully addressed in UPOV. Instead, UPOV, is fashioned as a mechanism for breeders' rights, and therefore treats "rights" of other players in agricultural trade as exceptions to the breeders' right.\textsuperscript{87} Thus,

\textsuperscript{82} UPOV, supra note 8, art. 14, § 5(a).
\textsuperscript{83} Id. § 5(b).
\textsuperscript{84} Id.
\textsuperscript{85} Id. art. 15, § 1(ii).
\textsuperscript{86} See id. art. 14.
\textsuperscript{87} See generally Robyn Ott, Protection of Plant Varieties and the Farmer’s Rights Act, 2 OKLA. J. L. &
farmers’ rights are outlined as part of the exceptions to breeders’ rights under Article 15 of UPOV, which discusses two types of exceptions: compulsory and optional.88 Compulsory exceptions include acts done (by farmers or researchers) for private, non-commercial purposes and experimental purposes. Breeders, however, can override these exceptions by conditioning initial access to the protected variety on forfeiture of farmers’ rights. In developing countries where literacy among the farming community is limited, it can result in farmers forfeiting more rights than they intend to. Unfortunately, the forfeitable rights are important to allow farmers and farming communities to maintain agrobiodiversity conservation and innovation at local levels.89

Furthermore, Article 15 of UPOV limits the ability of governments to provide for farmers’ rights. Governments may provide farmers’ rights only ‘within reasonable limits and subject to the safeguarding of the breeder’s legitimate interests.”90 These limitations prevent governments from making concessions to farmers that would effectively balance welfare with trade. In failing to adequately provide for balancing welfare and trade, UPOV defies the basic reason why developing countries embraced a sui generis system. Nowhere is such a balance more important than in agrarian third world countries where farmers generally belong to the poorer societal classes.

2. Public Interest Exception

Article 17 of UPOV 1991 provides a weak public interest exception. The term “public interest” is not defined, nor does the treaty indicate who determines when the “public interest” is affected. Defining the term “public interest” will allow countries to know when they can benefit from the applicable flexibility, and thus avoid potential disagreements between members on the question of which situations warrant the use of the exception.91 Whether a welfare issue detrimentally affecting farmers per se qualifies as a public interest requirement remains unresolved, even assuming a substantial population is dependant on agriculture. Determining the limitations on breeders’ rights in “public interest” using clear definitions is crucial to avoiding the maladies that developing nations previously faced with respect to pharmaceutical patents.92 Based on the obstacles that the
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91. Critiques assert that allowing brown-bagging along with adequate public interest exception would result in breeders being unable to recoup investments. When a public interest exception is applied, the underlying assumption is that the public’s need for the innovation (the seed in this case) outweighs the breeder’s rights to monopoly profits. See e.g. infra Part VII, (discussing compulsory licensing for pharmaceuticals).
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pharmaceutical patents dispute continues to present to developing nations, these nations have a potent interest in demanding term clarifications under UPOV.93

UPOV's biggest deficiency is its inability to move away from the patent model. The IP style protection tends to reflect a bias in favor of large-scale commercial agriculture.94 The model in UPOV over-appreciates the role of breeders, which could disadvantage farmers, biodiversity management, and traditional knowledge protection.95 Styled as a softer patent regime, the 1991 UPOV represents a shopping list of what farmer and local communities do not want.96 For instance, UPOV does not recognize saving (re-sowing) protected varieties for re-use as an absolute right and allows contracting parties to limit re-sowing.97

In any case, it would be unwise for developing nations to embrace a model whose effectiveness is at best questionable, especially when there is a choice in structuring a national regime. Therefore, developing nations are well advised to establish a self-serving sui generis regime that treads a balanced approach to plant protection.

III. INDIA'S PLANT VARIETY PROTECTION REGIME

After independence, the government of India adopted a model of confining plant breeding to the public sector to address national food security issues.98 The model succeeded when at the end of the 1970s, India graduated from being an...
importer to achieving self-sufficiency in food.99

India’s move toward promoting agricultural trade was partly prompted by the entry of foreign seed corporations into the Indian market in the early 1980s, which gave rise to demands for IP protection.100 Thus, the Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers’ Rights Act (PPVFA) is generally perceived as an outcome of the pressures from India’s membership in the WTO, as well as entry of foreign corporations into the market.101 India, however, chose a sui generis structure to protect plant varieties with a view to balancing the interests of all players in the national agricultural trade. The following part examines whether India’s PPVFA fulfills the effectiveness test under Article 27.3 of TRIPS. In doing so, the paper also examines the Seeds Bill that was tabled in the parliament in 2005. The Bill’s highlight may be its notoriety due to allegations that it attempted to dilute the benefits of the PPVFA.

A. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INDIA’S PROTECTION OF PLANT VARIETIES & THE 2004 FARMERS’ RIGHTS ACT

The central tenet of the PPVFA is to address India’s national concerns about protecting the rights of traditional farming communities, while at the same time promoting plant breeding by vesting IP protection.102 Thus, the PPVFA lumps plant varieties into three protectable categories: (a) New Varieties, (b) Extant varieties, which refer to existing varieties discovered for the first time, and (c) Farmers’ Varieties, based on community property concepts.103 The effectiveness of the PPVFA can be examined by understanding the layers of protection and determining whether the deviations from UPOV falls within the ambit of TRIPS flexibilities.

1. New Variety

A variety is eligible for protection provided it is novel, distinct, uniform, and stable.104 The requirement for novelty is similar to UPOV. Varieties not “sold or otherwise disposed of” in India more than a year prior to filing, or outside India for more than four or six years, depending on the type of plant, can pass the novelty test.105 Becoming “a matter of common knowledge” on the application date, by methods other than by sale or disposal does not affect the novelty for protecting new varieties.106 Like novelty, the definitions of distinctiveness,
uniformity and stability also track UPOV.\textsuperscript{107} Any breeder, farmer, group, or community of farmers may apply for registration of a new variety.\textsuperscript{108}

The distinction of PPVFA lies in the registration regime, which enables protection for new varieties while at the same time recognizing the role of local farmers. For instance, every application for registration must include a denomination of the variety and describe (1) the geographical origin of the material, and (2) all information regarding the contribution of the farmer, community, or organization in the development of the variety.\textsuperscript{109} Further, the application must state that all genetic or parental material used to develop the variety has been lawfully acquired.\textsuperscript{110} Moreover, section 40 requires the breeder to disclose information “regarding the use of genetic material conserved by any tribal or rural families in the breeding or development of such [new] variety.”\textsuperscript{111} The information in the application is meant to facilitate benefit sharing, a system discussed below, introduced to protect farmers rights. Unlike UPOV, the PPVFA bears a set of public interest exceptions to registration of a new variety. A new variety, for instance, becomes unregisterable if it is likely to deceive the public, hurt the religious sentiments of any class or section of Indians, or cause confusion regarding the variety's identity, or is not different from every denomination which designates a variety of the same botanical species or of a closely related species registered under the Act.\textsuperscript{112}

While the farmer's role is protected by the benefit sharing arrangement, the breeders' rights are protected using a combination of exclusive rights and harsh penalties for infringement. The owner-breeder retains exclusive commercial rights over the variety, once registered, including licensing, production, sales, marketing, distribution, and importing and exporting.\textsuperscript{113} The statute tries to deter infringement by providing stringent penalties, at rupees 50,000 (roughly US $1400) or imprisonment for a minimum of three months, which is also meant to offer breeders the incentive to innovate without fear of infringement.\textsuperscript{114}

2. Extant Variety

The introduction of farmers’ variety and extant variety is meant to balance breeders' rights with rights of other players in agricultural trade. The extant variety typology itself was introduced to protect traditional knowledge and indigenous rights.\textsuperscript{115} The extant variety register serves as a compilation of
matters known and existing in the public domain. In essence, an extant variety encompasses a farmers’ variety, or a variety about which there is common knowledge, or a variety in the public domain, as well as any variety included under section 5 of the Seeds Act.\textsuperscript{116}

Considering that the extant variety register is a log of materials in the public domain, the registration requirements are not rigorous. For instance, extant varieties need not be novel, although the requirements of distinctiveness, uniformity, and stability are regulated by administrative notifications.\textsuperscript{117} By making farmers’ variety a subset of extant variety, the PPVFA encourages farmers to register varieties they have cultivated for years to ensure that they are not appropriated. The most important benefit is that registration or compilation of extant varieties creates a higher standard for distinctness and non-obviousness for registering “new” varieties. Thus, it prevents protection of miniscule innovations by breeders. To that extent, the PPVFA deviates from UPOV by creating a more rigorous mechanism to maintain the uniqueness of the protected varieties.

An extant variety may be registered by a breeder, farmer, a community of farmers, a university, or a public sector.\textsuperscript{118} Although a breeder can register an extant variety, he is not entitled to exclusive rights over the variety.\textsuperscript{119} Section 28 of the Act provides that the Government, as the owner of the extant varieties, enjoys the rights to determine their production, sale, marketability, distribution, importation or exportation.\textsuperscript{120} The objective is to protect biodiversity by empowering the government to negotiate with entities that require biodiversity materials for creating biotechnology innovations. Interestingly, section 24 loosely creates the right to exploit an extant variety (biodiversity material), over specific applicants, for a term of up to 15 years from the date of publication.\textsuperscript{121} In doing so, it prevents any private acquisition of materials in the public domain. Taking the Ayahuasca example above,\textsuperscript{122} registering the plant would enable researchers to work with it, but would prevent a Loren Miller-type patent over the plant itself. Since any person can make an application for registration of an extant variety under section 16, it allows the government to grant rights to the applicant for exploiting the variety for a specified period. The disadvantage with the extant registration is two fold: First, imposing a term of protection for extant varieties creates the impression that matters in the public domain are not available in perpetuity. Second, allowing any third party to register an extant variety could presumably leave some species in the public domain unregistered. Plants that are
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not commercially usable or being used may never be registered, leaving the registry incomplete. In any case, it seems impossible to expect that the system would result in registration of all plants in the public domain.

3. Farmers’ Variety

The PPVFA defines “farmers” from a community rights perspective as those who “cultivate crops by cultivating the land,” and those who supervise cultivation directly or indirectly through other people, or anyone who “conserves and preserves, severally or jointly, with any other person . . . through selection and identification of their useful properties.”

A “farmers’ variety” is one “which has been traditionally cultivated and evolved by the farmers in their fields, or is a wild relative or land race of a variety about which the farmers posses the common knowledge.” The emphasis on common knowledge strengthens community rights—a concept ignored by UPOV. As far as determination of novelty and distinctiveness for registering a new variety is concerned, a variety becomes a matter of common knowledge only if it is protected or registered in any convention country. All other forms of common knowledge may not defeat novelty or distinctiveness. For all other purposes (including for the definition of farmers variety), the term common knowledge has been left broadly undefined. Notably, even though the definition of novelty and distinctiveness track UPOV, the overall protection regime envisaged under the Act alleviates some of the concerns.

The manner of stylizing protection of farmers’ variety reflects a keen sense of consideration for community and traditional rights by including provisions for benefit sharing, community compensation, immunity from prosecution for innocent infringement, and the creation of a Gene Fund to collect breeders’ annual fees. Each of the rights (discussed below), not only represents a deviation from UPOV, but also showcases rights contoured to suit unique national conditions.

Critics point out that separately categorizing a farmers’ variety creates economic inefficiency in prosecuting claims for registration because farmers may be breeders and vice-versa. However, while a farmer can be a breeder qualifying to register a new variety, a community of farmers that creates a new variety, for instance, will not qualify for registration of the breeders’ variety. The breeders’ variety is based on the western notion of IP rights. The important aspect of a farmers’ variety is not to appease farmers, but to create community property
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rights in contrast to the breeders’ variety. The critics, however, may be vindicated when considering that farmers’ variety is a subset of extant variety. While the extant variety encompasses everything in the public domain, farmers’ variety is limited to materials traditionally cultivated by farmers or over which farmers possess common knowledge. To that extent, creating two different systems of registrations could result in operational issues in the future.

4. Other Deviations from UPOV

The most significant features of the PPVFA lie in areas where it deviates from UPOV. As discussed below, these deviations contribute toward increasing the effectiveness of PPVFA.

a. Protecting Biodiversity

The PPVFA emphasizes traditional farming practices to protect biodiversity. Farmers are encouraged under the statute to conserve and improve genetic land resources. The statute establishes a Gene Fund to reward farmers whose existing variety or material is used as a source to create a new variety. The Gene Fund is a common fund created by the Central Government for the benefit of the farmers. Monies collected as royalties, funds collected towards benefit sharing, and other sums that become due to farmers will be credited into the Gene Fund. The Central government will use the fund towards “expenditures for supporting the conservation and sustainable use of genetic resources including in-situ and ex-situ collections and for strengthening the capability of the village Panchayats for carrying out such projects.”

Moreover, if a farmer breeds a new variety, it would be subject to same levels of protection and obligations, like benefit sharing or community rights. If a breeder derives an essentially derived variety from a farmer’s variety, then the breeder of the protected variety needs the permission of the farmer or the community to commercialize the essentially derived variety. The underlying assumption is that any efforts that result in benefit sharing should be used to encourage genetic diversity. Thus, the statute promotes innovation while at the same time rewarding the farmers and protecting biodiversity.
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b. Right to Resow

The PPVFA’s *sui generis* stamp is showcased by allowing farmers to retain their traditional right to save and re-use seeds from their harvests. A farmer may “save, use, sow, re-sow, exchange, share or sell his produce” including non-branded seed, even if it is a protected variety. With a view to facilitating the use of the right by farmers, section 18 further specifies that every application for a new variety be submitted along with an affidavit swearing that the protected variety does not contain any gene or gene sequence involving terminator technology. The caveat to re-saving is that the farmer cannot use the breeder’s brand name when reselling second generation produce. While the objective is commendable, the poorly drafted language of the section can lead to misuse of the provision. For example, extant seed varieties or farmers’ varieties, which can be re-sowed, can be branded to prevent reuse by farmers. Considering the high level of illiteracy, whether a farmer can differentiate between new varieties and extant varieties is unclear.

Termed sometimes as brown bagging, farmers’ traditional right to reuse protected varieties for re-sowing has been controversial. The 1991 UPOV does not *per se* recognize the general right to re-use protected seeds, as discussed in the previous section. Breeders insist that farmers re-using protected varieties take away a part of their rightful compensation for the second generation seeds. The breeders’ lobby and the seed companies have opposed the right to re-sow on the grounds that it is contrary to principles of western IP systems. Farmers, on the other hand, treat re-sowing as their natural right.
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140. Brown-bagging can comprise two different scenarios. The first is the unauthorized sale of seeds that are properly labeled, and genetically as-advertised. The second scenario is the case where seeds are sold under the brand name, but the seeds are genetically not what they are purported to be. This second type of brown-bagging often occurs when seed companies try to dispose of undesirable seeds in poorer markets and can potentially add to the problems of brown-bagging by introducing the element of unfair competition in addition to the infringement issue seen in scenario one. See Email from Dr. S. Nagarajan, Director-General, PPRVA, India to author (September 1, 2007) (on file with author); see also PPVFA, *supra* note 4, [Sec.] 26.
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143. Unlike in developed nations where seed companies and corporate farmers own large tracts of farmland, most seed companies in India contract out seed production to small farmers who are then supervised by the seed company. The seed companies benefit from this arrangement because they are able to avoid the costs and risks of seed production and any tariffs associated with industrial production of seeds. Further, the small farmers are able to obtain subsidies from the government for many of the agricultural inputs, such as water and electricity,
organizations\textsuperscript{144} (NGOs) like Gene Campaign assert that the right to resell is important for farmers to maintain their livelihoods and for nations to remain self-sufficient.\textsuperscript{145} For instance, farmers account for 87\% of Indian seed production.\textsuperscript{146} Denying the right to resow would result in private corporations displacing farmers as the country’s major seed producers. In countries like India where the farming population is considerable, it is important to make welfare exceptions to maintain the balance between trade and welfare. By introducing the right to brown bag, the PPVFA removes the most crippling impediment to introducing formal plant variety protection in developing nations. The exception represents a balance between fully allowing re-sowing on the one hand, and the UPOV position tending towards preventing brown-bagging altogether.

c. Community Rights

Another significant deviation from UPOV lies in introducing a right to community compensation in recognition of traditional knowledge contributions. Basic intellectual property textbooks explain the philosophy behind the western system by using the example of a researcher’s invention resulting from cues provided by indigenous people, educating the researcher of healing properties of strange plants.\textsuperscript{147} Western IP establishes that the indigenous people are entitled to no compensation either based on the Lockean philosophy (sweat of the brow) or the utilitarian philosophy that rewards the ultimate innovation.\textsuperscript{148} Community property rights, unlike the western IP regime, allocate rights to the tribe, tribesman, or farmer as the case may be. Section 43 reflects community property philosophy by providing that “[b]reeders wanting to use farmers’ varieties for creating essentially derived varieties cannot do so without the express permission of the farmers involved in the conservation of such varieties.”\textsuperscript{149} Thus, communities can stake a property claim against breeders if a new variety is derived from information or a contribution made by the local community.\textsuperscript{150} If the communities’ claim for compensation is established, the breeder must deposit

which would not be available to a corporate farm. In order to collect the seeds, the seed companies offer the farmers a price higher than the grain price for the seeds, which are then “cleaned, graded, greated, tested, bagged, and sold back, with a premium price.” The fact that these small farmers are intimately involved with the production and development of seeds for the seed companies has led many of these farmers to assume that brown-bagging is acceptable and within their rights. Email from Dr. S. Nagarajan, Director-General, PPRVA, India to author (September 1, 2007) (on file with author).
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the compensation in the Gene Fund.\textsuperscript{151}

d. Benefit Sharing

"Benefit sharing" refers to the concept of sharing a proportion of the benefits accruing to a breeder of a new variety with qualifying claimants who could be indigenous groups, individuals, or communities.\textsuperscript{152} The concept of benefit sharing is close to the community rights concept detailed above. The statute mandates that before registering any new variety, the statutory authority should invite claims for benefit sharing.\textsuperscript{153} Persons or groups can respond based on two criteria: a) the extent and/or nature of use of genetic material in the development of the new variety, and b) the commercial utility and demand in the market of the new variety.\textsuperscript{154} Only citizens of India or firms or organizations formed or established in India are eligible to claim benefits.\textsuperscript{155}

Some commentators claim that the benefit sharing rewards are disconnected from the farmers, and cumbersome to implement.\textsuperscript{156} Critics assert that farmers may not be vigilant in applying for benefits considering social, economic, and educational conditions of the local communities.\textsuperscript{157} Consequently, critics assert, communities will be left uncompensated for breeder appropriations. Moreover, the dearth of regional offices among the local communities could pose procedural complications for farmers, requiring them to apply to remote offices.\textsuperscript{158} The practical solution is perhaps to authorize NGOs or government bodies to apply for benefit sharing on a farmer's behalf.\textsuperscript{159} Finally, Dr. Gopalakrishnan points out that protection for local communities is inadequate because the breeder is not required to show prior informed consent from the community from which he obtained the traditional knowledge.\textsuperscript{160}

e. Compensation for Spurious Seed

To protect farmers from overly optimistic breeders, the Act requires breeders to disclose the expected performance.\textsuperscript{161} Should the varieties fail to perform as disclosed, farmers, as consumers, may seek compensation from the breeder.\textsuperscript{162} A
statutory authority determines whether the breeder has made spurious claims, and thus, whether the farmer is entitled to compensation. The objective is to ensure that quality is not compromised in the zeal to market new varieties. The advantage of the provision is that it forces breeders to conform to minimum quality specifications and reduces the natural tendencies of big breeders to over advertise. Critics have, however, opined that the clause vests unlimited discretion on the statutory authority. In reality, the statutory authority’s discretion may in fact be limited by the language of the breeder’s terms of license which will presumably embody adequate exceptions.

f. Protection against innocent infringement

Another important protection outlined in Section 42, is against innocent infringement of protected varieties. Innocent infringement, which is a defense against infringement, requires proof of lack of knowledge or awareness of the protected status of the material at the time of infringement. Such proof can include matters like the literacy level of the farmer or the lack of licenses written in his local language. The exception is important considering that: a) farmers in third world countries tend to be illiterate, with limited knowledge of their rights and no knowledge of intellectual property mechanisms, and b) breeders are generally ruthless in prosecuting infringement, innocent or otherwise. The case of Percy Schmeiser, a Canadian farmer from Bruno, Saskatchewan, demonstrates the point. In 1998 the agro-business giant Monsanto sought $145,450 in damages from Schmeiser for illegally planting its patented ‘Roundup Ready’ canola seed. Unmoved by Schmeiser’s claim that the seeds blew onto his farm without his knowledge from the surrounding farms, the Canadian Federal (Appellate) Court agreed with Monsanto and awarded damages based on Schmeiser’s 1998 profits and the amount of technical fees for contracted use of the seed. The court reasoned that Schmeiser had a duty to destroy the protected variety once he became aware of the infringement. The Canadian Supreme Court, though, set aside the award for account of profit but left the award for technical fees. While it is unlikely that Indian courts would impose a duty to
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destroy, the exception can prevent breeders from being overly aggressive. Furthermore, protection against innocent infringement is required to maintain the social welfare and trade balance, considering the poverty levels of farming communities in poorer nations. Moreover, local cultures in most poor countries promote sharing, and hence, a certain level of innocent infringement should be expected in third world countries. In such circumstances, imposition of a duty to destroy or any equivalent duty, as outlined in the Percy Schmeiser case, would be an unworkable solution considering the lack of sophistication among the farming communities in poor countries.

Section 42 does away with the duty to destroy innocently infringed materials, perhaps considering the harvest's nexus with the farmer's livelihood. As a balancing mechanism, the statute places on the farmer the burden of proving innocent infringement. The innocent infringement exception is economically efficient because the Indian courts are already over burdened. Furthermore, the Canadian-style suits could generate huge protests from farmers. The exception is outstanding with a unique national flavor. The right to resow coupled with the exemption from accidental infringement provides protection for farmers' way of life.

g. Research Exemptions & Essentially Derived Variety

The PPVFA promotes research on protected varieties by allowing anyone to use a registered variety for "conducting experiment or research" or as an "initial source of variety for the purpose of creating other varieties." The statute however, requires authorization from the owner of the initial variety to derive the second-generation variety. Such authorization is required only where "repeated use of such variety as a parental line is necessary for commercial production of such newly developed variety." The provision promotes research while preventing the premature exploitation of protected varieties in the name of research.

PPVFA takes a position different from that of UPOV, which vests rights for up to two generations of essentially derived varieties on the breeder. While the PPVFA defines "essentially derived" similarly to UPOV, it additionally grants rights over the essentially derived variety (EDV) to the farmer or breeder (second generation breeder) who derived it, and not to the breeder of the initial variety,
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unless the EDV was also developed by the breeder of the new variety.177 EDVs can be registered provided they are accompanied by the required documentation. Dr. S. Nagarajan, the Director appointed under the PPVRFA points out the requirement that “the registered variety (NV + EDV₁ + EDV₂) cannot exceed the protection period of 15 years or 8 years, as the case may be.”178 He adds that the statute has, in effect, “weaned the New Variety from that of the EDV.”

h. Public Interest Exceptions & Compulsory Licensing

The PPVFA’s public interest exception is wider than UPOV’s and covers protection of “public order or public morality or human, animal and plant life and health or to avoid serious prejudice to the environment.”179 Similarly, varieties embodying technology (including genetic and terminator technology), which may be harmful to the public or animals, are rendered unregistrable under the statute.180

Tied closely with the public interest exception is the extensive compulsory license provision. The provision is styled similarly to section 84 of the Patent Act of 1970. At the end of three years, any protected variety can be subject to compulsory licensing if the “reasonable requirements of the public for seed or other propagating material of the variety have not been satisfied or that the seed or other propagating material of the variety is not available to the public at a reasonable price.”181 Price shall also be a consideration in determining whether the reasonable requirements of the public are satisfied. The objective is to use compulsory licensing as deterrence to keep market prices of protected materials low.

While the PPVFA is not flawless, the statute showcases that farmers’ and breeders’ rights can be adequately and concurrently protected.182 In a country like India, ensuring food security by providing farmers’ rights is important for economic stability.183 The PPVFA’s effectiveness lies in catering to the needs of nations that prefer to promote innovations without threatening farmers’ livelihoods.184 TRIPS grants members the flexibility to prioritize farmers in shaping a
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policy for plant variety protection. The PPVFA is exemplar in its ability to capitalize on the flexibilities in TRIPS. India should now work on eliminating the loopholes in the PPVFA. Strengthening the conceptual framework of the PPVFA can result in an efficient *sui generis* model for plant protection tailored towards national objectives.

B. THE SEEDS BILL, 2005

Historically, the seed sector in India was governed by the Seeds Act of 1966, the Seeds Control Order of 1983, and the Seed Policy of 1988. The Seeds Act of 1966 provides a regulatory framework, laying down minimum quality standards. An elaborate institutional coalition set up consisting of the Central Seeds Committee, seed certification agencies, central and state seed testing laboratories, seed analysts, and seed inspectors implemented this law. Only specified seed varieties fall within the scope of the Seeds Act of 1966. Unspecified varieties fall outside the scope of the legislation. Moreover, seed certification is a voluntary not a mandatory process.

The emergence of the private seed sector rendered the Seeds Act inadequate in several ways, prompting the New Seed Policy in 1988 and later, in 2002. The Policy proposed to improve seed distribution networks, establish adequate infrastructure, and facilitate biotechnology initiatives and private participation. As part of the proposal, the Seeds Policy of 2002 sought to "regulate the sale, import and export of seeds . . . ." During the same time, state governments began new initiatives to regulate the seed industry because of an increased sales of spurious seeds. Consequently, the Indian Agricultural Ministry introduced the Seeds Bill in 2004 to regulate the market by replacing the earlier enactment.

The Bill requires commercial producers and dealers of seed to register all
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marketable seed. Transgenic seeds require additional clearance under the Environment Protection Act, although no specific disclosure requirements are included to qualify for registration. The lack of separate disclosure requirements for transgenic (genetically modified) seeds can lead to misuse by potentially diminishing the distinction between existing and new (protected) varieties. For instance, it can result in non-transgenic seeds in the public domain being packaged with fancy brands, (which, by itself, is agreeable). The problem is, since there is no requirement for disclosure of the status of the protected seeds, when the Seeds Bill interacts with the PPVFA, farmers may not know that some of branded seeds are not protected by IP rights. If they are not aware of the status as protected or otherwise, farmers may avoid brown bagging seeds that are in fact in the public domain.

Furthermore, the Bill requires all dealers of seeds to be registered. Generally, over 80% of all seed used in India is grown, saved, stored, exchanged and bartered by local farmers. Considering that dealing with seeds was considered a natural right of farmers for centuries, the Seed Bill may be unsuccessful in getting all small farmers to register. Moreover, it is unclear whether one seed producer may sell a seed registered by a third producer. On a general reading, the statute disassociates the registration requirements of the seeds from the dealer, implying that any registered dealer can sell any registered seed. However, no viable mechanism is being contemplated for a registered dealer to determine whether a seed is in fact registered. Hence, the right of a third dealer to sell seeds registered by other dealers or producers remains unclear.

The Seeds Bill's biggest flaw is that it has not been fully harmonized with the PPVFA. The bill does not take into account the complexities that result from the benefit sharing arrangements proposed by the PPVFA. Hence, the bill has not fully addressed the issue of whether registered seeds of an existing variety and farmers' variety can be sold without sharing the benefits with the community or the farmers. Similarly, the Seeds Bill, unlike the PPVFA, does not embody a provision for pre-grant opposition to register seeds.

As for public interest exceptions, the bill specifies that registration may be refused or cancelled in the public interest. The bill, however, lacks a
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provision to control price and regulate supply of seeds under public interest conditions, unlike the PPVFA which has a relatively detailed compulsory licensing provision. Moreover, the bill provides for a possible maximum term of 36 years of protection. Although registration under the bill does not grant any IP property protection, it confers the right to market the seed. Considering this, a 36 year period of market protection based on the application information (i.e., the results of multi-locational trials) seems egregious.

The Seed Bill vests jurisdiction for initiating disputes regarding seed quality and compensation for failure of expected performance with the consumer court by implicating the Consumer Protection Act (CPA). Interestingly, the PPVFA vests jurisdiction in the national statutory authority for issues relating to seed failure. If the PPVFA has to act in concert with the Seeds Bill, it could create a procedural mess because issues of seed quality would fall under the PPVFA to be determined by the national authority, while the same issues under the Seed Bill would go to the consumer courts. If a question implicates both the enactments, it is unclear which authority will take up the matter or how the question would be divided. Other commentators have criticized the idea of vesting jurisdiction with the consumer courts as disadvantageous to farmers, requiring them to prove that the underperformance of a crop is based solely on the poor quality of seed rather than on a combination of factors, such as environmental conditions or human inputs. Furthermore, the critics assert that the district forums and the state councils created by the consumer courts have limited expertise in agriculture.

In short, the Seeds Bill is a shoddy piece of legislation that fails to tie in several aspects of the Seed trade with the PPVFA. To the extent that one of the objectives of the Seeds Bill is to maintain a balance between farmers and breeders, the provision fails for want of clarity. The Seed Bill creates an unnecessary parallel system of registration along with the PPVFA. Creating a parallel system can result in negating the entitlements and protections previously granted to farmers under the PPVFA. NGOs have rightly pointed out such flaws in their attempts to thwart the Seeds Bill. Against the background of the PPVFA, which balances IP protection for plant breeders, farmers, and indigenous communities, the Seeds Bill is an ill-conceived legislative attempt lacking a clear purpose or even the ability to tie in with already established provisions of the PPVFA.
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CONCLUSION

From the time India gained independence in 1947, the various Indian governments have attempted to achieve national goals. The means the various governments used, such as promoting public sector research, have worked well to achieve Indian national objectives. India's strength lies in choosing a balanced approach that does not sacrifice national welfare and food security for political expediency. Hence, India should continue to boldly embrace a system that works within the confines of its national objectives. National considerations like biodiversity protection, sustainable use and the recognition of community-based rights are important issues that need not be sidelined to accommodate commercial breeders. At the same time, commercial breeders need not be shunned just because they are breeders. India should now strengthen the loopholes in the PPVFA and tailor a seed policy that compliments the PPVFA. The enactment of the PPVFA signifies what can be termed a cautious opening up of the agricultural market to privatizing agricultural trade.

While privatization of food may increase consumer choice, aggressive privatization can result in marginalizing those who practice traditional farming, which in turn would increase the divide between the rich and the poor. It could also lead to a monopoly over some important foods by one or more private players. In order to derive the full benefits, privatization should be timed to compliment the opening up of the international agricultural markets for existing players. Unfortunately, as along as negotiations in agricultural subsidies fail, developed nation subsidies are likely to displace the markets of farmers from poorer countries. Developing nations like India have already shown their commitment to the trade agenda by enacting the Patent Act in 2005 and the PPVFA in 2004. Now, powerful developing countries should step up to ensure that local politics do not cause rich developed nations to renege on their obligation to reduce agricultural subsidies.
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